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Confined Space



Confined Space
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“I saw a spark land on Mick’s leg and he went to put it out, but 
before he could his whole body was alight. 

“He screamed for help but managed to climb up the ladder. 

“I grabbed hold of him and dragged him out, and also suffered 
burns to my thighs and stomach.” 

David Jones (workmate)



• Mick Jennings
• 55 years old
• Suffered 86% Burns
• In hospital for two days before he died 

from his injuries
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So why is a noise 
and vibration 

inspector telling you 
this?



Grinders are a source 
of noise and vibration 
so we are interested 
in avoiding their use



Can we do this 
job differently?
(Remove 
ignition source)



Nut runner guns 
with a reaction 
bar
(power tool?
About £200)



Torque 
Multiplier 
(hand operated 
about £50)



Break Bar
(hand operated 
about £10, or bit of 
old scaffold pipe 
and a spanner?)



Nut Splitter
(Hydraulic or 
hand operated 
£30 for a set)



Can you alter or 
change the process 
to control the risk?



Can you alter or 
change the process 
to control the risk?





Static Concrete 
mixers used in 

producing batch 
concrete and mortar 



Concrete residue 
builds up between 

batches…





…then has to be 
broken off with a 

power tool





• Fatality
• loss of a foot
• Several crushing 

injuries 



Industry practice 
actively putting 

employees into a 
confined space



Why are the noise 
and vibration 

inspectors involved



Other issues 
MSD Risk, Noise, 

Dermatitis and Dust 
Exposure



N&V called in because 
of 4 HAVS RIDDORS 

from this Process



Solution?





Automatic Pressure 
wash systems have 

been developed over 
the past 6-10 years



Eliminates/Reduces 
Risk

Reduces Downtime 
(2 hours to 10 Mins)



Some lance cleaning 
still need hard to reach 

parts particularly if 
mortar is produced





Can you alter or 
change the process 
to control the risk?



General information 
on confined spaces



HSE Inspectors are being asked 
to look at Confined Spaces in 

the current workplan  as it 
remains a Matter of Evidence 

Concern



Where can you find 
more detailed advice on 

confined spaces?



http://intranet.hse.int/yourhealthsafety/assets/docs/aide-
memoire.pdf









Hand-arm 
vibration



The worst that can 
happen is that I 

loose sensation in 
my fingers?





HAVS has the potential to be 
a career ending illness for a 

tradesperson







Approx. 
200,000m2 just 
on the 
residential block



Poor design creates 
avoidable noise & 

vibration risks 
(and dust, and safety)



Eliminate HAV



Obviously no one does that sort of 
work any more…………….



Architectural Scabbling



Hand-arm vibration 
Scenarios 

(that actually happened) 



Scenario 1 



You go to a metal 
fabrication shop and find 
a room with half a dozen 

people all using angle 
grinder 



So you ask the 
production manager 
“why are they doing 

that?”



They remove the film then key 
the polished steel with grinder 
to put a key in it prior to painting

Company buys in highly 
finished steel sheets 
with a protective film



And you 
think……ohh…probably a 

HAV issue 



So what could he do 
about it?



Keying Sheet Metal for painting

Option 1 – Buy machine to do the work (Circa £150k)



Keying Sheet Metal for painting

Option 2 – get sheets supplied with a lower standard of 
finish (Circa pence per sheet)



Keying Sheet Metal for painting

Option 3 – Phoned the paint supplier 
who says you don’t need to key the steel 
as they re-formulated the paint 15 years 

ago
(Circa £0)



Keying Sheet Metal for painting

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

Anyone 
got 

another 
idea?



Scenario 2 



You go to material 
manufacturer and find a 
room where he has two 

guys each using an 
engraving grinder



Using grinders to number parts

Numbers need to be 
permanent as could be 

out in the rain for a few 
weeks

Marking parts with an engraver 
all day, putting part numbers 
on them



And you 
think…Oh…might be a 

HAV issue



So what could he do 
about it?



Using grinders to number parts

Option 1 – New lower vibration etching machine 
(Circa £4k)



Using grinders to number parts

Option 2 – His supplier has a “lower” vibration 
grinding tool (Circa +£20) 



Using grinders to number parts

Option 3 – Get the £1.45 garden label marker pen that 
the cleaner had on her because she was off to the 

allotment after work



Using a grinder to number parts

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

Anyone got 
another 

idea?



Actual Decisions 



Keying Sheet Metal for painting

Scenario 1
Got the employees to log exposure 

every day and stop working when they 
got above 200 points



Using a grinder to mark parts

Scenario 2
Spent more money than the cost of the 
etching machine on an electronic HAV 

monitoring systems



How confident do 
you feel that  

those decisions 
reduced exposure 

to ALARP?



What does the 
HSE Want



Understand the level of risk and 
exposure 

Focus on the control
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Understand the level of risk and 
exposure 

Focus on the control



What is the most simple way 
a duty holder can 
demonstrate they 

understand exposure?



How do I figure out exposure?



How do I figure out exposure?



How do I figure out exposure?



Understand the level of risk and 
exposure 

Focus on the Control



There is no legal 
requirement to undertake 
measurements or for that 

matter to continually 
monitor



Put the majority of your on-going 
focus on elimination, substitution 
and reduction of exposure (noise 

and vibration)



But what if the work is really 
varied, and it is almost 

impossible to figure out 
what they do?



There is no controlling factor 
on what or how much an 

employee can do?



Think job and task – how much grinding 
of welds?



How about an example of 
dealing with a vibration 

(noise) issue where exposure 
is not obvious?



Scabbling Stats

• Noise Level from tool LAeq 94-105dB
• Vibration Magnitude 12m/s2



But this time 
the task is 
scabbling

foundations



Up stand joint 
to be scabbled

prior to 
second pour



How long to 
do on wee 

bit?
(1 minute)



How many 
bits in a m?

(10)



How many m?
(it is going to 
take longer 

than 15 mins)



- Have they got a RA?
- Are they doing Health surveillance?
- Any IIT?



Do you think 
they can 
control 

exposure?



Hierarchy of Control 

• Eliminate  - don’t do it

• Substitution – find a safer way to do it

• Engineering controls - Source safer tools or equipment/adaptations

• Administrative Controls – Job rotation, time 
limiting

• PPE
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Any thoughts on these tooling options



• Any thoughts on these tooling options

12 m/s2 42 m/s2
(7mins ELV)



Hierarchy of Control 

• Eliminate  - don’t do it

• Substitution – find a safer way to do it

• Engineering controls - Source safer tools or equipment/adaptations

• Administrative Controls – Job rotation, time limiting

• PPE



Process



Hierarchy of Control 

• Eliminate  - don’t do it

• Substitution – find a safer way to do it

• Engineering controls - Source safer tools or equipment/adaptations

• Administrative Controls – Job rotation, time limiting

• PPE



Design Decision



Noise



The worst that can 
happen is that I 

loose some hearing



Why Should I worry 
about noise?



Noise-induced hearing 
loss is the most 

common reported 
occupational disease in 

Europe
IOSH



What does the 
HSE Want?



Understand the level of risk and 
exposure 

Focus on the control



Understand the level of risk and 
exposure 

(1) Focus on the Control
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• Eliminate  - don’t do it

• Substitution – find a safer way to do it
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• Administrative Controls – Job rotation, time limiting

•PPE





I.N.
8(1)(a) CoNAWR

(NoC Reg 10 IIT)



Incorrect storage



Poor maintenance



Correctly selected



Consistency of use



Protectors that reduce the level at the ear to 
below 70dB should be avoided since this over-

protection may cause difficulties with 
communications and hearing warning signals.  

Users may become isolated from their 
environment, leading to safety risks, and generally 
may have a tendency to remove hearing protection 

and therefore risk damage to their hearing.

HSE Control or Noise at Work Regulations Guidance L108



If they are using 
hearing protection 
they probably need 
health surveillance



Health Surveillance

Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005 –
Do I need to provide  Health Surveillance?

“9(1)  If the risk assessment indicated that there 
is a risk to the health of his employees who are, 
or are liable to be, exposed to noise, the 
employer shall ensure that such employees are 
placed under suitable health surveillance…..”

Is the LEP,d A(8) Below 80dB(A)?

No

Is the LEP,d A(8) Between 80 to 85dB(A)?

No

Yes

Yes

Is the LEP,d A(8) above 85dB(A)?

Yes

No

You don’t need health surveillance

Provide Health surveillance 
for ‘sensitive’ employees

Do you employ workers who are ‘sensitive’ to noise? (e.g. existing 

hearing problem, family history, exposure to physical substances which can damage hearing)

You don’t need health 
surveillance

Provide Health surveillance for all employees



• Noisy > LEP,d 85dB
• No Surveillance

OR
• Not acting on advice

Health Surveillance 
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• Noisy > LEP,d 85dB
• No Surveillance

OR
• Not acting on advice

Health Surveillance 

I.N. 9(1) or 9(4) CoNAWR



Spot the odd one 
out







HSE sees issues with 
health surveillance in 
general and hearing is 

no exception



Need to ensure the 
quality of professional 

who support duty 
holders



Noise Control
The two easiest 

things you can do…



1 – Compressed Air
2 – Maintenance



Can you hear a constant hissing noise?



Compressed Air nozzles and silencers on exhausts

Slat and modular plastic belts



1 – Compressed Air
2 – Maintenance



Maintenance on a Fruit Juice Pump

Before LAeq 103dB 



Maintenance on a Fruit Juice Pump

Before LAeq 103dB After LAeq 76dB
Maint. & new bearings 



Ask yourself if you think it 
would have sounded that 

loud when it was new?



Do they have their own Buy 
Quiet Scheme



If they are going to have to 
build a guard round it for 
safety, could it also be a 

noise enclosure?



• You have noise 
control

• It has not been 
maintained or is 
damaged

Existing Control



• You have noise 
control

• It has not been 
maintained or is 
damaged

Existing Control



• You have noise 
control

• It has not been 
maintained or is 
damaged

Existing Control

I.N. or P.N. 8(1) CoNAWR



Where can you find 
more detailed advice on 

Noise and hand-arm 
vibration?





HSE Industry good practice web pages.



HSE’s Vibration Topic Pack



HSE’s Noise Topic Pack



HSE’s Core Guidance



HSE’s Publications



ISO and BS EN Standards



Industry advice



E-Publications



chris.steel@hse.gov.uk


